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The following problem arises in the study of the scattering of an electron 
beam by a plane plate of unit thickness. Given g(x), find U(X, t) for 
-l<x<l andO<t,<l suchthat 
xpupq (x, t) = (a/ax) [(l - 9) @/%Y) (x, t)], (1) 
u(x, 0) =g(x) if x > 0; u(x, 1) = g(&Y) if x < 0. (2) 
(The function u describes the angular distribution of electrons at distance t 
into the plate and angle cos-r x to the normal direction.) 
Equation (1) was derived by Bothe [3]. The problem, Eqs. (1) and (2), was 
treated by Bethe, Rose, and Smith [2] using separation of variables. This 
technique leads to a formal expansion 
u(x, t) - n + b(2t - x) + x a,&) exp(--h,t), (3) 
where the vDn and A, are the solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problem 
(( 1 - X’) fj7’)’ + hxg, = 0, -l<X<l. (4) 
Equation (1) is of mixed type in the sense that although it is parabolic for 
x # 0, the preferred time direction changes as .x changes sign. This accounts 
(mathematically, at least) for the anomalous boundary conditions (2). The 
degeneracy of the operator in the x-variables as1 x 1 -+ 1 accounts for the 
lack of boundary conditions on 1 x / = 1. 
We prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to this problem and the 
associated inhomogeneous problem in a suitable “weak” formulation, in 
suitable function spaces. We also justify the expansion (4). 
* During the preparation of this research the author was partially supported by the 
National Science Foundation under Grant NSF MP574-07495. 
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It should be noted that Baouendi and Grisvard [I] have treated similar 
problems for the equations 
.v(aujat) = (- l)“‘+i (a/a.Yy,n U (5) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on 1 x / = 1. ITniqueness carries over 
essentially without change, but the proof of existence is complicated by the 
fact that the associated Dirichlet form in the s variables is not positive 
definite on the natural space of functions, as it is in the case of (5) with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
The author is indebted to David L. Book for bringing this problem to his 
attention. 
1. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND ~ZXPANSION OF I~EAK SOLUTIONS 
Lu := Zl, -- [( 1 - x’) U,.] ~ , 
where the subscripts denote partial derivatives. (All functions are real- 
valued.) Let Bu be the function defined on J by 
Bu(.r) :-- u( 1, x) if 9 .< 0, flu(x) = u(0, x) if s > 0. 
Let .F = C(Q) and let 3” be the subspace of F consisting of functions v 
such that z:(x, 0) =: 0 for s < 0 and o(x, 1) = 0 for s > 0. If u E .F and 
Lzc = J Bu ~~ ,y, then for each zj E 4 we have 
\Ve consider (1. I) as the weak formulation of the problem Lu == f, Bu = g. 
On .F we introduce the symmetric bilinear forms 
(u, v) =: 11 UZ’, (u, v;. = J.I‘ (1 - s’)) Zl$.‘,. )
/u, z’,‘l == ;u, 2” +- (u, v). 
(I 2) 
Let F denote the completion of .9 with respect to the norm defined by the 
inner product “u, z! i . Let G =- L*(J, / x-1 dx) with the obvious inner product. 
\Ye identify G with its dual space. The inclusion F CL2(Q) allows us in the 
usual way to identify the dual space F’ as a completion of L2(Q). The inner 
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product (f, u) in L2(Q) extends to a pairing between F’ and F which we con- 
tinue to denote by (f, u). 
Equation (1.1) may be rewritten as 
If o E 9s , the left side of (1.3) . is well defined for any u E F, while the right 
side of (1.3) is well defined for any f EF’ and any g E G. We shall say that 
u E F is a weak solution of the problem 
Lu =fcF', Bu=gEG (1.4) 
if (1.3) is true for every 0 E 9s . 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that f E F’ and suppose that g E G. Then (1.4) 
has a unique weak solution u EF. This solution satisfies the estimate 
(u, 4 G (f, 4 + Q j- g2 I .r I dx. U-6) 
Moreover, Lu = f in the sense of distributions, and 
I$I s,’ 1 x 1 1 u(x, t) - g(x)12 dx = 0 = Fs /;l I x I I u@, t) - &)I2 dx. 
To state the expansion theorem, we consider the generalized eigenvalue 
problem 
((1 - x”) p’)’ + hxp, = 0 (l-7) 
where h E R, p eL2(J), and j (1 -- x2) (P)‘)~ = 1. There is a set of such 
normalized solutions, complete in a suitable sense, which can be numbered 
{(pn, A,): n &I, &2 ,... } with A,, > 0, all n. Set 
fh(x, t) = dx) exp(-M), 
= tpn(x) exp(h, - Ant), 
Each v, is in F and Lv, = 0. 
if 
if 
n > 0, 
71 < 0. 
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose g E G. Let u be the weak solution of (1.4) with 
f = 0. Then u has a unique expansion 
u = a + b(2t - x) + C a,v, (1.9) 
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with a, b, a, E R, which converges in F. Moreover, 
a~+b2+~a,2\h,\-1<m. (1.10) 
Conversely, suppose (1.10) is true. Then (1.9) converges in F and defines a weak 
solution of (1.4) for f = 0 and some g E G. 
2. SPACES OF FUNCTIONS ON THE INTERVAL J 
Let 8 = P(J). Let Au = (1 - x*)l/p u’, u E G, and let t be the completion 
of 8 with respect to the norm defined by the inner product 
tu, %!) + (A~, h) = 1 uv -+- 1 (1 - 9) dvr, (2.1) 
where (u, v) denotes the inner product in L”(J). Since EC L*(J), we identify 
the dual space E’ with the completion of L*(J) corresponding to the pairing 
(f, u) and extend this pairing to f~ E’, u E E. The map A extends to a 
mapping from E to L2(J), with adjoint A*: L2(J) d E’. If u E E and c E 6, 
then in the distribution sense 
or 
-(((l - X’) u’)‘, w) = (Au, Ao) = (A*&, a), 
.4*ilu = -((I - 9) u’, u E E. 
LEMMA 2.1. Bounded sets in E are pre-compact in L*(J). 
Proof. If fE L*(J), let 
Then 
I Qf(x>]’ -< 1 joz (1 - y*)-l dy 10zf(y)2 dy 1 < k(x)’ ljf’l”, (2.2) 
where llf/i denotes the L*-norm, and k EL*(J) is the function k(s) = 
1 j: (1 - -P-l dy ll/*. In particular, 
/I Qfll’ < II k II* llfll* = 2 log 2 lifl~‘. (2.3) 
Also, AQf = f. Thus Q: L*(J) -+ E and 
u = u(O) + QAu, u E E. (2.4) 
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Now let B be a bounded set in E. Because of (2.4) we have 
2 I u(O)l = 1 jIl (u - QQAu) / < II 24 II+ II QAu II . (2-5) 
The inequalities (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) imply that functions in B are uniformly 
bounded by a + bk( ) x , w h ere a, b are constant. It suffices to show that they 
are also equicontinuous on subintervals J6 = [- 1 + 6, I - 61, 0 < 8 .< 1. 
If x and zl are in J6, the Schwarz inequality gives 
I 4~) - 44l” = I QA4y) - QAWI” 
- (jr (I - 2-1’2 1 .4u(s)l dsj2 (2.6) I 
f (26 - q-1 j 3’ - x ( // .a4 112. 
This completes the proof. 
Let El be the subspace of E consisting of functions u such that J’xu = 
J x2u = 0. If u E E, then u - a - bx E E, , where 2a = 3 s x2u and 
26 = 3 s xu. Note that if u E E then 
2 ) u(O)/ = 3 I(u - QAu, x2)\ = 3 ](QAu, x2)/ 
< 61j2 IIQ4u II < 4 II Au II 
(2.7) 
and therefore 
II u !I = I/ u(O) - QAu II < 2 I u(O)1 + II 024~ II < 6 II -4~ II . (2.8) 
Therefore the form (Au, Aw) is definite on E and defines the E-topology on 
El. We consider El as a Hilbert space with respect to this inner product. 
It is clear from these remarks that for each u E El there is a unique KU on 
El such that 
(AK& Aw) = (xu, n), all w E El . (2.9) 
THEOREM 2.10. The operator K is compact and self-adjoint in El . Its 
eigenvalues are nonzero, and there are inJinitely many positive and infinitely 
rnan~~ negative eigenvahes. The function v E E is an eigenfunction of K (with 
eigenvalue X-l) if and only if ‘p is not constant and 
((1 - x2) g)‘)’ + hxq = 0. (2.11) 
Proof. It is immediate that K is self-adjoint. Compactness is a conse- 
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quence of Lemma 2.1. Suppose u E El and Ku = 0. If v E t;‘, choose constants 
a, b so that v - a - bx E E, . Then 
(xu, v) = (xu, v - a - bs) + (xu, a + bx) = 0. 
Therefore u = 0. Thus the eigenvalues are nonzero. Since K is compact and 
symmetric, it has infinitely many eigenvalues. If u(x) is an eigenfunction 
with eigenvalue CL, then u(-x) is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue -P. 
Thus there are infinitely many of each sign. 
Suppose Kp, -z A-$. If v E 6, choose a and b so that T - a - bx E El . 
Then 
(((I - 2) cp’)‘, v) == (Ap, Av) 
= (/Iv, A(v - a - bx) + (/Iv, A(a + bs)) 
== (h.q, 11 - a - bx) 
== (Xq, v). 
Therefore v is a solution of (2.11). 
Conversely, suppose 9 E E is a solution of (2.1 I). If h = 0 then (1 - 9) q’ iu 
constant. But 9)’ = ~(1 - x2))1 has a solution in E only if c = 0. Thus 9 is 
constant. Now suppose h + 0. Then 
In particular, 
(Ap Av) == A(“rp, c), all e E L. 
Therefore CJZ E E and rc(p = A-$,. 
Let {T,~: n = &I, &2,...) be a basis for E1 , orthonormal with respect to 
the inner product (Au, A), and numbered so that the corresponding eigen- 
values satisfy nh, > 0. 
THEOREM 2.12. Zf u E E, there is a unique expansion 
u = a + bx + C anFn 
converging in E. 
!f f E E’, there is a unique expansion 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
converging in E’. 
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PYOO~. Suppose there is a convergent expansion (2.13). Since (vn , X) = 
(%I P x2) = 0, we must have 
2a = 3(U, x2), 2b = 3(U, x). (2.15) 
Since (AT,, , Al) = (Arp, , Ax) = 0 and (Av, , AT,) = S,, , it follows that 
42 = 6% 44. (2.16) 
Conversely, suppose a, b are defined by (2.15). Then u - Q - bx E Er , 
hence has the appropriate expansion in the orthonormal basis (P,, . 
Suppose there is a convergent expansion (2.14). Since (xvn, 1) = 
(XT, , X) = 0, we must have 
2u’ = 3(f, l), 26’ = 3(f, x). (2.17) 
Since (kqla , w) = (Ap, , Aw), we must also have 
a,’ = (f, %z>* (2.18) 
Conversely, let a’, b’, a,’ be given by (2.17) and (2.18). Applyingf to partial 
sums of the expansion (2.13) we see that 
(f, u) = $(uu’ + bb’) + c u,u,‘. 
Since 
it follows that 
Ilf II3 - (0 + VI2 + c (%‘>2 
and the series (2.14) converges to f in E’. 
Let E+ be the completion of Cm([O, 11) with respect to the norm corre- 
sponding to the inner product 
f u(x) W(X) dx + l1 (1 - X2) U’(X) D’(X) &. 
Let E,, denote the closed subspace of E, generated by functions vanishing 
for x = 0. 
LEMMA 2.19. There me continuous linear maps P: E+ + E and 
PI: E;, -+ E’ such that 
Pu(x) = u(x) forx >0 if UE E+ 
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and 
( x j Pu = PI(m), UEE+. 
Proof. This involves only a slight variation in the proof of Lemma 2 of 
[l]. Specifically, we may set 
P,(x) = -3u(x) + 4u(-2x) &) for s < 0, 
where 9 E C”(R) and ~(0) = 1, while v(x) = 0 if 2 I x 1 3 1. 
3. PROOF OF THE EXPANSION THEOREM 
We may think of the space 9 of Section 1 as the space of smooth functions 
on the interval I, having values in the space d == P(j). This leads to the 
identifications 
F = L2(1; E), F’ = L2(Z; E’). 
If u E F and f E F’, then for a.e. t in J we may consider u( ., t) as an element of 
E and f (., t) as an element of E’. Let 
With this notation 
(fV u)t = (f (-3 t), g(., t)). (3.1) 
(f, 4 = j- (ft 4t & (u, vi = \ (Au, Av), dt, 
and so on. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose u E F and Lu E F’. Then (after modification on a set 
of meamre 0 in I), xu is in C(I, E’). Moreover, for each v E F the function 
(xu, v)~ is absolutely continuous in t, with derivative (xz+ , vt) + (xu, vJt a.e. 
Proof. Since A*A: E---f E’, we may consider it as operating on the x 
variable and mapping F -+F’. Then Lu E F’ implies x-q = Lu - A*Au is in 
F’ = L2(Z; E’). But also xu E F C F’. Therefore the conclusion is a standard 
one concerning vector-valued distributions (see [4]). 
Now suppose u is a weak solution of (1.4). If v E .F vanishes for t = 0 and 
t = 1, then 
(Lu, v) = (u, v:? - (xu, VJ = (f, v). 
Therefore, Lu == f in the sense of distributions. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose u EF and Lu E F’. Then u has a unique expansion 
u(.c q = a(t) + b(t) .2’ $- c a,(t) qJn(x) (3.4) 
converging in F. The coeficients are absolutely continuous functions oft. Moreover, 
Lu,==L(a+bx+ 2 a,q,) 
lnl<N 
converges to Lu in F’ as N -+ IX). 
Proof. We assume u modified so that xu is continuous from I to F’. 
According to Theorem 2.12, there is a unique such expansion with 
2a(t) = 3(x24, x)~ , 26 = 3(x24, 1)1, 
a&> = (Au, Adt = Uw dt - 
Let f = Lu EF’. Then 
2a’(t) = 3(x24 , X)f = 3(f - A*Au, X)t 
= 3(f, x>t - 604 4 = 3(f, 4 - Wh 
26’(t) = 3(x4 , l)t = 3(f - A*Au, l)t = 3(f, l)t , 
an’(t) = L(xut , At = Uf - -4*Au, dt = Uf, At - b%(t>. 
Therefore 
LuN = xa + x?b’ + 2xb + c (a,’ + &an) xqn 
INO 
By Theorem 2.12, this converges in F’ to f. 
In particular, we may prove Theorem 1.8. Suppose u is a solution of (1.4) 
with f = 0. The considerations above show that in the expansion (3.4) we 
have b constant, a’ = -2b, and a,’ + &,a,, = 0. Therefore, u has the form 
(1.9) (with a different choice of a,). Moreover, 
II u II; = Jo1 II 4.9 t,ll”E dt 
- a2 + 6” + x an2 II v, 11; - a2 + b2 + c a,” I h, 1-l. 
Conversely, suppose (1.10) is true. Then (1.9) defines a function u E F. 
The partial sums uIV converge to u in F and Lu,” = 0, so Lu = 0. To show 
that Lu is a weak solution of (1.4) for f = 0 and some g E G, it suffices to 
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slew that Bu,,, converges in G. This last fact is a consequence of the following 
estension of Lemma 3.2. 
LERIhr.4 3.5. Suppose u E F = La(I; E) ~2nd xu, E F’ == L”(I; E’). Then 
1 s 1 * u is rontinuous frum I to L2(J), and 
SUp(l .Y 1 U. U) 52 C Ii 24 I(F Jj SUf I ,r’ (3.6) 
f 
Proof. Suppose first that u E C=(I; E). Let 11. be the restriction of u to 
{x > 0; and let 21(-r, t) =: Pu+(x, t), where P is the extension operator of 
Lemma 2.19. Then / x 1 ZI EF and / s / V, = P,(.w, -) is in L’(I; E’). Suppose 
for the moment that B = 0 at t = 0. Then 
A similar estimate is valid if D = 0 when t = I. In general, ‘~1 
tu + (I -- t) z’ == z” + v” and we may estimate z” and V” in this way. 
Finally, if u E F and .XYQ E F’, a standard regularization in t produces a 
sequence IL’ E P(l; E) such that zP + u in F and SU;’ -+ .YU~ in F’. The 
functions .s 11:“’ u.’ are in C(I; L?(J)) an d converge uniformly on I because of 
the estimates we have just derived. 
4. PROOF OF UNIQUENESS OF WEAK SOLITTIONS 
Suppose u is a solution of (1.4). As remarked after Lemma 3.2, this implies 
Lu -::f in the distribution sense. This in turn implies that XN~ is in F’. B! 
Lemma 3.2, if 7: E .F we have 
( su. T)~ - (su, z’),, == J {(xut , 21)~ + (su, ZQ)~} dt 
== ( xu, ( Z?) + (xu, Cf) = (f, v) - <:u, @ + (su, a,). (4.1) 
Moreover, by Lemma 3.5, 1 x /I/* u is continuous from 1 to L”(j). Therefore ZJ 
is continuous from I to G. Let Bu(x) = U(X, 1) for x < 0 and Bu(x) = U(X, 0) 
for s .-.> 0. Then Bu E G. Combining (4.1) and ( l.4), we see that Bu : ,y. 
Therefore, Lemma 3.5 implies the final statement of Theorem 1.5. 
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If u E C”(1; E), then 
= (21, u> + +j I$ (xu, u) dt 
= <u, > + +4 U)l - &(m, u)o , 
SO 
If u E F and Lu E F’, we may approximate u in F by a sequence u E P(l; E) 
such that Lu, --, Lu in F’ (by regularizing in t, once more). Then Bu, -+ Bu 
in G. Therefore (4.2) remains valid, and we have derived the inequality (1.6). 
Now suppose II is a solution of (1.4) with f = 0 and g = 0. It 
follows that (u, u) = 0, so (after correction on a set of measure 0 in I) we 
have (1 - x2) u,* = 0 for each t. This implies (after correction on a set of 
measure 0 in J) that u is constant in x for each fixed t. Thus u(x, t) =h(t), 
h EL*(J). In fact, L emma 3.2 implies h is absolutely continuous, with deriva- 
tive in L2. Then 0 = Lu = xh’, so h is constant. Since Bu = g is zero, it 
follows that h = 0. This completes the proof of uniqueness. 
5. PROOF OF EXISTENCE 
We begin by proving existence of weak solutions of Lu + EU = f, Bu = g 
for a given E > 0. In the space 4 of smooth functions on Q vanishing for 
t = 0, x > 0 and for t = 1, x < 0, we oonsider the inner product 
[u, w] = (u, u)l + - I Bu I2 I x I dx. J (5.1) 
Let H be the completion of 4t0 with respect to the associated norm. We may 
consider H as a subspace of F. For any fixed v E 6 the form 
defines a linear functional of u which extends to all u E H. Therefore there is a 
unique element TV E H such that 
[u, TV] = (u, v> + 4% v) - (xu, vt), UEH. (5.3) 
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In particular, 
[v, ~~1 = +, a> + +, n) - 6 1 (djdt) cxv, + dt 
== (8, o:? + +, z’) + a [ ( Bv (2 j s 1 ds (5.4) 
z 4% VI. 
It follows that T is injective and that its inverse has a bounded extension S 
from the closure of T(H) into H. Then S*: H -+ H. 
If f E F’ and g E G, there is an associated continuous linear functional on H 
defined for v EF,, to be 
There is a unique w E H such that 
Let II = S*w. Then for v ~9s we have 
(u, z$ + E(U, v) - (mu, wt) = [u, TV] = [S*w, TV] =: [w, ZJ] 
Therefore, u is a solution of Lu :=f - EU, Bu = g, in the sense of (1.4). It 
follows that if f E L2, then 
(u, u) < (f - EU, u) + 6 
1 
- g2 / s 1 dx. (5.5) 
Now suppose that ~EF’ and (f, I& = 0. For any ‘u E F, then 
I(f, 4 = I(f, QWI = l(Q*f, Av)l < c<v, W”. (5.6) 
For each E E (0, l), let 11’ be the solution just constructed of the problem 
LIP + EZP =f, BZP =g. Then (5.5) and (5.6) imply 
(uE, uE) + E(u’, u’) < (f, zf) + & \ g” 1 x 1 dx 
. 
< c(u’, uyw + Cl . 
(5-7) 
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Therefore {(u’, uc;,} is bounded and {E (/ uf /j-, ‘1 is bounded. It follows that 
EZP + 0 in L2(Q) as E ---f 0. If we could show that {UC} is bounded in L’(Q), it 
would follow that {ZP} is bounded in F. Then there would be a sequence 
among the (u’} converging weakly to u E F as E ---f 0. This implies, for z’ E 6 , 
(24, v) - (x74, zjt) = lim{(zP, V) - E(u~, V) - (xP, 2~~)) 
= (f, v) + j Bwg 1 Y 1 d*v. 
(5.8) 
Thus it remains to be proved that {uE} is bounded in L2(Q). Let 2&(t) = 
su’(x, t) dx and set vE = II’ - k. Then A@ = AZP and (w’, l)t = 0. The 
argument used in Section 2 to show that 11 w I/ < c 11 Aw 11 for w E El carries 
over to give a similar inequality for those w ELM such that (w, 1) = 0. 
Therefore 
(ZF, w’)~ < C/I Avf II2 < C, . 
Now we have {v’} bounded in F, so {xv’} is bounded in F’, so {xo,~) is bounded 
in the space H-l(I; E’). But 
xvte = XI+’ - xhtf = (LZP - A*Au3 - xhtf 
and the expression in parentheses is bounded in P,. Therefore {xhiE} is 
bounded in H-1(1; E’). But htc is independent of x, so this implies that (h,3 
is bounded in H-i(I). This implies, in turn, that there are constants c, such 
that the functions h, - cr are a bounded family inL2(1). Therefore the func- 
tions 
WE = U” - c, = we + (he - c,) 
are a bounded family in L*(Q). Since Aw’ = AuE, there are in fact a bounded 
family in F. Moreover, Lwf = LuE --f as E -+ 0. Therefore {xz+~} is a bounded 
family in L2(1; E’). It follows (see Lemma 3.2) that {xwc} is a bounded family 
in C(I; E’). But (Bwc)* = (BzP)+ - c, = g - c, on x 2 0. Therefore {c,] 
is a bounded set of constants. This shows, finally, that {u’} =: (w’ + cc} is 
bounded in L*(Q). The proof is complete, for the case (f, l)t = 0. 
For an arbitrary ~EF’, let 2m(t) = 3(f, l)t E L*(J) and let fi = f - mx2. 
Then (fi , l)t = 0. Let b(t) = si m(s) ds and let a(t) = -2 j-i b(s) ds. Let 
D = a + bx. Then Lv = a’x + 2bx + &x2 = mx2. Let u1 be the solution of 
Lu, = fi , Bu, = g - Rv. Then u = u1 + v solves Lu = f, Bu = g. 
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